**A contraction** is a word that is made by combining two words. The word is shortened by dropping one or more letters and replacing the letters with an apostrophe.

Example: **That's** Mike's car. (That is)

Complete each sentence with the correct contraction of the words in the parentheses.

1) ____________ keep trying until he succeeds. (He will)

2) ____________ just found your missing toy. (I have)

3) ____________ your name? (What is)

4) ____________ excited about our next road trip. (I am)

5) Those ____________ my shoes. (are not)

6) I ____________ know how to make a pie. (do not)

7) ____________ painted funny cartoons on the walls. (They have)

8) ____________ see who solves the puzzle first. (Let us)

9) ____________ the tallest girl in the class. (You are)

10) ____________ take care of Victor, while I am away? (Who will)
A contraction is a word that is made by combining two words. The word is shortened by dropping one or more letters and replacing the letters with an apostrophe.

Example: _____That's_____ Mike's car. (That is)

Complete each sentence with the correct contraction of the words in the parentheses.

1) _____He'll_____ keep trying until he succeeds. (He will)

2) _____I've_____ just found your missing toy. (I have)

3) _____What's_____ your name? (What is)

4) _____I'm_____ excited about our next road trip. (I am)

5) Those _____aren't_____ my shoes. (are not)

6) I _____don't_____ know how to make a pie. (do not)

7) _____They've_____ painted funny cartoons on the walls. (They have)

8) _____Let's_____ see who solves the puzzle first. (Let us)

9) _____You're_____ the tallest girl in the class. (You are)

10) _____Who'll_____ take care of Victor, while I am away? (Who will)